Instructions:

1. Convert Binary to Decimal
2. Refer to an ASCII Table
3. 8 digit binary set equals one character. (01000001 = A)
4. Every **BOLD** binary is the start of a new word
5. Every **UNDERLINE** binary is a character that is not a letter (i.e. !, .)

If you understood the binary (or learned how from this), congratulations you learned one of the basic things of this major!
If your brain hurts, welcome to what it feels like every day for us!
If this took you more than an hour to finish, you've just spent a 1/10 of what we normally contribute to homework!
Help! Currently drowning in exams. Have not slept in three nights. Homework due by sunrise, 3 hours and counting. Warning: being an engineer results in lost of sleep. Requires stubbornness, patience or passion. Leave sanity at the department desk. Thank you. <3